MapBuddy has an extension for everyone! Enhance this Free Program with PatchMap, BushMap or AgMap

This is a very useful for anyone navigating Western
Canada’s Oilfield.
Easily search for a list of locations to visit. Organize a
timely route. Keep track of the visited locations and
MapBuddy PatchMap Extension Features

This is a very useful addition for visualizing hunting
and trapping success, quading excursions, hiking or
sledding routes and combining your photos within the
same file for e-mailing.
MapBuddy BushMap Extension Features

Verify such things as where the house is for field visits,
the shape of the field to plan for soil sampling, or
where the approach is to get to the equipment with the
flat tire. Calculate acreages using the area tool.
MapBuddy AgMap Extension Features

Search for LSD

Search for Trapline

Search for Quarter Sections

Locate Lease Position
& LSD Boundary

Save Boundary

See and Mark Quarter
Sections

Contours

Contours and Seismic Lines

Calculate Areas

Campground Info with
hyperlink

Turn Visuals on and off

Have more extensive needs? Check out :

MapBuddy Dispatch & MapBuddy Pro

MapBuddy is a FREE entry level product
from SkyBase. MapBuddy was designed as a
simple PC tool that can be used by anyone,
planet-wide. There are multiple low cost
Extensions available to enhance the use of
MapBuddy depending on your needs.
MapBuddy will allow users to quickly and
easily load trip details such as tracks and
waypoints from their GPS into the map.
• Want to see where you have been?
• Want to plan a trip ahead of time on a
larger map than your GPS will allow?
• Want to share your tracks with a friend or
colleague?
MapBuddy is the answer. Upload/Download
Waypoints to any Garmin GPS Device.
Convert Tracks and Waypoints to a
permanent MapBuddy file. Georeference
digital photos from your phone or your
camera enabled Garmin GPS, for private
sharing (hunting or work buddies). Save both
the photos and location data in one file for
ease of sharing. Measure distances. Zoom
to coordinates (multiple formats supported)
*Import/Export GPX format.
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